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Volunteering Facilitator: Bernard Sfez

Recording

- http://recordings.blindsidenetworks.com/citadelrock/d559965849921585c1849af03b7a51638700d979-1424973402371/presentation

When

Thursday, February 26, 2015 at 19:00:00 UTC time (click for time zone in your city)

What

See Webinars for a detailed description.

Where

http://live.tiki.org

Topics

1st hour quick news

- Branching 14.x happened, a little discussion about how strict we should be on the freeze/slush scale maybe?
- Look at Luci's new designs for the Tiki sites, as seen here https://www.facebook.com/TikiWikiCMSGroupware
- nextthemes.tiki.org rescue plan (http://nextthemes.tiki.org is broken since a while)
- Reboosting triage to solve easy/old bugs (I think some stuff are still broken from Tiki11 and Tiki12)
Second hour, longer topics

- Tiki Addons Presentation (by Nelson)
- My Vision for Tiki - a RFC (by Nelson)
  What I would like to plan (and volunteer/support) (if there is sufficient interest in community).
  Any other quick announcements of suggestions, upcoming vision/volunteer initiatives (e.g. by Steve)
- Follow up open discussion on what to do to spark next wave of Tiki Community growth/activity increase
  How can we improve and better address current issues?
  Vision
  Concrete plan (team mobilization, shortening Tiki14/15 cycle, etc)

Chat log
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